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A word from our director  
 

 

 

Dear Families, 

Spring has arrived and we celebrated our Fathers and other important 
male role models with a take on breakfast at Gumnut Gardens.  

Unique cards and wrapping adorned the delicious energy balls and Sandra’s 
inner super hero shone making 175 muffins even though the oven broke 
down and the muffins had to be fried and streamed instead! Thank you to 
all who could take a little bit of time out and be part of! 

I have been reading all the children’s developmental summaries (I refer to 
the National Quality Standard, Quality Area 1, Element 1.3.3 Information 
for families/Families are informed about 
the program and their child’s progress) 
and their excellent quality gives me such a 
clear insight into the children.  A centre of 
our size requires the  employment of two 
(2) Early Childhood Teachers. Gumnut 
Gardens has had five (5) and on top of 
that we are blessed with a staff that have 
additional qualifications and/or   other 
experience. Hats off to the staff who have 
put in a lot of time and extra effort in 
making these summaries so professional! 

“we are blessed with a  

staff that have additional  

qualifications and/or other  

experience.” 



Staff and children have started having emergency drills. The staff will alert 
you on Storypark when we have practiced these drills or talk to you       
directly if your child has raised questions or shown any concerns. Usually 
the children find it exciting and love to call out their names at roll call. 

We are required to run these drills for a week every quarter and also to 
practice different types of drills. These are the emergency drills that we 
practice; 

1. Emergency or Intruder Plan (when a dangerous situation arises or 
an intruder outside requires the children to be brought inside for 
their own safety, also known as a Lock Down). 

2. Emergency Procedure – Natural Disaster (in the event of a Natural  
Disaster i.e. cyclone, hurricane, earthquake, tsunami, power     
outage due to fallen trees and so on) 

3. Emergency procedure - Bomb Threat (when a staff member receives 
advice of a bomb threat) 

4. Emergency procedure - Powder Threat (in the event of a possibly   
contaminated article being found) 

5. Emergency procedure – Chemical Threat (if discovering a chemical 
spillage or leak, nearby factories and so on) 

6. Emergency Evacuation – Fire 

To ensure these drills run as smoothly as possible, we have written        
directions and have emergency backpacks that are ready to go. Afterwards 
we document and evaluate each drill. We try to practice these at various 
times of the day, as this changes the number of staff, where we are and 
who has responsibility for what job. If you happen to come during a drill, 
please participate or let us know if you are in a hurry.  

Finally, I can’t say how excited I am to welcome Dean, Samantha and 
Dinuki to our team. We are moving forward again! 

Mimi Symons 



The Wonder of Discovering Ourselves with the        
Gootha Room  

 

 

 

 

In the last three months in the Gootha Room we have explored and       
expanded on the current potential and developing possibilities around self
-identity, language, social interactions and expression through music, 
dance and storytelling. 

Lori Malaguzzi said “a school made up of assemblies of ateliers, of places 
where the children’s hands, rather than being bored, can joyfully converse 
anew with their minds.” 

Investigating with reflections and mirrors provides the perfect opportunity 
for meaningful and unique experiences to be enjoyed by infants and     
educators as researchers of our own identity. 

One of the essential elements of our educational program is our atelier, a 
beautiful space where the children have the opportunity to investigate, 
play and learn. In this period of life, infants use their sense of touch, 
sound, sight, hearing and taste to build connections, design ideas and   
extend concepts. These building blocks will develop their critical thinking 
(belonging and becoming) and creativity (becoming). 

‘Educating should be seeking the      
release of human potentials. From the 
beginning children demonstrate that 
they have a voice, know how to listen 
and want to be listened to by others.’  
–    Carla Rinaldi: Reggio Emilia 

“Belonging  

and  

becoming”  



In addition, we have been experimenting with sounds, songs and rhymes, 
paying musical instruments and experiencing different songs in a variety of 
unique environments. 

We are so excited to welcome Jack, Izzy, Xander, Lily, Billy Avril and Harriet 
into the Gootha Room. The older children have been nurturing the    
youngest ones in this new adventure and learning journey! 

We have observed how much they are evolving, becoming more resilient 
day by day, expanding their interactions and sense of belonging with       
Pre-schoolers and Toddlers too. 

In addition, we are happy to have Rachel and our permanent part-time  
Cris and casuals: Orange, Annie and Helen who are giving us wonderful 
new inputs and supporting our uniqueness in this exciting learning journey! 

With Love, 

Gootha Room 

 



Curiosity Stimulates Intellectual Development  with the 
Boori Room 

   

 

 

 

 

The brain is fundamentally curious, constantly seeking to strengthen    
connections between the known and the unknown. Learning is a process 
of active construction by the learner. It seems as if at birth we are          
endowed with the mechanisms and dispositions to discover the world and 
to make it a meaningful place in which to live. Without the desire to      
discover, to explore by hand, mouth, eye, and ear, we would not grow up 
to be the human beings we are. 

 

In these last 3 months in the Boori Room we have been focusing on       
creating and supporting the children’s’ interests and expanding their 
minds through different and natural ways to learn. Another element which 
has been essential for us has been experimenting with the world through 
others; building connections, social interactions and exploring how to   
develop negotiation and problem solving skills to establish equitable     
relationships. 

 

 

 

“at birth we are         
endowed with the 
mechanisms and      

dispositions to      
discover the world”  

‘…The art of awakening the natural 
curiosity of young minds for the        
purpose of satisfying it afterwards.’ - 
Anatole France 



 

Ruben, Jack, Nicolas, Murphy and Harvey transitioned into our room a few 
weeks ago, meanwhile Sidney, William and Mark started an exciting new 
learning adventure in the Preschool Room. It was impressive to observe 
their ability to take care of each other, especially the older ones with the 
youngest ones.  In addition we welcomed Dean and Caroline into our 
Room.  

We have also been exploring art, cooking, playing music and reading      
Aboriginal books and Dreamtime stories with Dean as well as sharing part 
of our Mondays and Fridays with the Pre-schoolers, extending our learning 
opportunities and friendships. Furthermore, we still see Rachel and enjoy 
special moments with her in the morning 
and in the afternoon in the backyard.  

  

With Love, 

The Boori Room 

 



From the Jarjum Room  

First, we’d like to extend a warm welcome to William, Mark and Sidney 
who’ve all made a very smooth transition from the Boori’s into our room. 
We’ve delighted in watching them grow in their sense of agency, curiosity 
and resilience as they navigate through preschool life. It’s been wonderful 
to also watch the older Jarjums develop their sense of responsibility,     
compassion and empathy as they share knowledge and experiences with 
their younger peers. We’ve been witnessing plenty of peer-to-peer tutelage 
and general camaraderie as the children engage one another to build 
friendships, resource their own learning or extend their interests. As       
educators, we strive to provide a range of resources and experiences to suit 
all developmental levels whilst also giving the older children opportunities 
to scaffold their own learning and inspire younger peers through modelling, 
conversation and guidance. This aids the younger peers to move beyond 
their present capabilities and is where 'growth' begins and problem solving 
occurs naturally.  
 

"What a child can do today with assistance, he/she will be able to do by 
him/herself tomorrow" - Lev Vygotsky 

 

 

The Jarjums have also begun a new Travelling Teddy project. Teddy is a 
product of love, handmade by the children themselves. For weeks we     
researched, designed and then sewed together our very own bear, who by 
lucky draw was named Fireman Sam. Our aim for this project is to invite 
families to take Sam home and for the children to have a means to bridge 
that home-to-Gumnut connection. We'd love to see Sam involved in the        
children's day-to-day life beyond our Gumnut gates and to see what kind of 
adventures he will get up to. 
 



Finally, we’ve been welcoming Spring, especially at 
Bush Kindy, where we’ve been encountering all 
the things that come with the change of season. 
Different types of birds, new insects, and     
blossoming flowers, the slight but noticeable 
changes that remind us of the wonder of nature. 
The children have been quite observant of these 
changes, with Bruno checking every trip if the cicadas 
have returned. We can’t wait to take advantage of the warmer weather, to 
get muddy in puddles, go for longer walks and explore more of the park. 
We’ve also had several guests join us at Bush Kindy recently, Eva Rose’s 
nanna and cousin as well as Freya’s nanny. We love sharing our ethos for 
nature learning and welcome any opportunities for families to share and 
exchange their own insights and perspectives. 

“birds, new insects 
and blossoming 

flowers remind us 
of the wonder of 

nature” 



A word from the Approved Providers 

Our well laid plans to cover Alix’s maternity leave fell foul. Nonetheless, 
our winter of discontent has been made glorious by the sun of Sam.       
Samantha Franey is an experienced Early Childhood Teacher who has     
accepted our offer to lead the Gootha room. Samantha is Irish and we now 
await the machinations of the Department of Immigration and Border   
Protection to negotiate a start date for her.  

Our waiting list is burgeoning, and many new children will be starting over 
the coming months. It is very sad that a small number of  children are  
moving on because we employ male staff. We hate to think how such a 
stance would impede health care if male obstetricians, gynaecologists, 
paediatricians and nurses were equally shunned. Male staff are highly   
valued in early learning settings - particularly male educators for the    
modelling they provide to children and the male “perspective” that is so 
valued by all children, particularly preschool boys. It is essential that      
children see that  education is not just a “girl” thing and men and women 
alike can be caring and compassionate. We are equal opportunity           
employers and are firmly committed to social equality, social justice and 
adherence to the principles of law. I am sorry not all our families share our    
ideology but it is a point where we feel there is no room for  compromise. 

We will be celebrating Christmas and Hanukah this year. Last year many of 
you were disappointed by the absence of religious and  cultural                
celebrations at Gumnut Gardens. These events cluster around the June and       
December solstices and the March and Spring equinoxes. Please, please, 
please let us know if there is a religious or cultural event that is important 
to your family so that we celebrate and further embed a culture of         
inclusion.  

Catherine and Chris. 

 



 

“Spring” 

By Geoffrey Dutton  
 

The old hunched hare that lives by the river oaks  

Is off through the banksias.  

The clumsy black choughs croon, tip their tails,  

Bowing to the spring. 

 

The wild duck is away, by the weeping willows,  

But the little diver with glancing neck  

Swims right up to me, so curious. 

 

And the brightest flower of all  

Is a toy propeller on a stick  

The children left stuck in a tree-guard, 

The paint now stripping from its back,  

But the blades going round and round  

In spring's little secret wind. 

 

(Copyright fee paid for) 



A Recipe From the Gumnut Gardens Kitchen  

Mediterranean Inspired Kidney Bean Salad  

Ingredients  

3 cans of kidney beans 

1 red capsicum – diced 

1 yellow capsicum – diced 

½ red onion – diced 

½ small bunch of parsley – chopped 

2 finely diced carrots  
150 grams of corn – cooked  
1 tomato – diced  
4 lemons – juiced  
1 tbs olive oil 
A drizzle of balsamic vinegar  
Salt – to taste  

Method 

1. Drain and rinse the kidney beans and toss them in a bowl  
2. Mix in your diced ingredients  
3. Drizzle in the olive oil and mix well  
4. Add balsamic vinegar and salt 

Tip – if you like garlic you can also add some fresh minced garlic 

Enjoy!  

 


